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(Guitar Play-Along). The Guitar Play-Along Series will help you play your favorite songs quickly
and easily! Just follow the tab, listen to the audio to hear how the guitar should sound, and then
play along using the separate backing tracks. The melody and lyrics are also included in the
book in case you want to sing, or to simply help you follow along. 8 songs: Duelin' Banjos *
Foggy Mountain Breakdown * Gold Rush * I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow * Nine Pound
Hammer * Orange Blossom Special * Rocky Top * Wildwood Flower. Audio is accessed online
using the unique code inside the book and can be streamed or downloaded. The audio files
include PLAYBACK+, a multi-functional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
changing pitch, set loop points, change keys, and pan left or right.

About the AuthorFounded in 1947, Hal Leonard LLC has become the worlds largest source of
music performance and instructional materials, with a catalog of over a million products in both
physical and digital form. They represent many of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time
and publish and distribute works from all genres of music for all styles of musicians and
ensembles.
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Shane, “Fast bluegrass, good songs!. Fun book! Great collection of songs. I've been able to do
only two of the 8 songs, most of all of "Dueling Banjos" which is REALLY fun, and another easy
one "Wildwood Flower." The rest of the collection tho, I would say are very difficult as they are
very very fast! But fun none the less!**I started a rating system based solely on how technically
difficult the songs are to play fully and exactly as transcribed; 10 being extremely difficult. I buy
these play along books not usually so much to play exactly along note for note, but if that's what
you do then the rating is based on those who would do that: note for note, no
improvising.Difficulty: 9 I found only two songs to be pretty "easy," the rest are quick and fairly
complex.”

jovi, “Bluegrass. Good Book to play along with songs are a good selection. Some songs are a bit
difficult but easy to improvise playing along with. Only complaint is the recordings do not sound
very bluegrass, sound like played on electric guitar”

jim beasley jr, “Great selection of tunes and they are very well arranged. Great selection of tunes
and they are very well arranged. Yhis book will keep you on your toes and practicing.”

Harlace, “Very pleased.. Item just as described.  Very pleased.  Thanks”

Kathy Hoath, “Book was great! Fun and easy to use. Book was great!  Fun and easy to use.”

Victor L Miller, “Five Stars. Nice book.”

Ricky, “Terrific Backing Tracks!. Terrific backing tracks on the CD and they are very well
played.Clearly notated tab & staff - the whole thing looks and feels very nice.”

Éric Pardoën, “Bluegrass: Guitar Play-Along Volume 77 ... commentaire. Fameux et livraison
super rapide! merci”

A Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent!!!!! Very Happy”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 22 people have provided feedback.
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